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RETREAT TO THE ALPS
The ultimate wellness getaway with a bespoke 4-day fitness retreat 

at The Lodge

WHAT'S  THE DEAL?

Retreat to the Alps is led by Emma and Lottie, Mountain 

Beach Fitness Retreat's founders, who are experienced in 

delivering tailored fitness and wellbeing retreats. Enjoy a 

three night stay at The Lodge, Verbier where you'll 

embark on your own fitness journey.

TELL ME MORE. . .

The programme is varied, fun and designed to test all 

aspects of your fitness.

Get to know Emma and Lottie in a pre-arrival consultation, 

where they'll help you set your own goals. Group sizes are 

kept small, allowing sessions to be customised to make 

sure you keep on track.

Spend your days immersed in nature, with the mountains 

as your backdrop. The altitude of the Swiss Alps will test 

you physically but balances nicely with daily yoga and 

fresh delicious food (prepared by The Lodge's Michelin-

trained chefs), leaving you feeling revived and energised. 

RESTORE AND RECOVER

Between working on your fitness and well-being, whether 

that's hiking or practicing yoga, retreat back to The Lodge 

to relax and unwind. Ease your muscles in the hot tub and 

steam room, or lie back and indulge in a well-deserved 

massage. The chefs will prepare healthy meals using 

locally sourced ingredients and you can continue to enjoy 

the fresh mountain air by dining al fresco.

Get a feel for our 4-day fitness retreat on the next page.

WHEN CAN I  GO?

• 18TH JUNE 2020  (3 nights)

• 17TH SEPTEMBER 2020  (3 nights)

Bedroom (twin/double occupancy) CHF 3,090

Large Bedroom (twin/double occupancy) CHF 4,308

Master Suites (twin/double occupancy) CHF 4,440

Bedroom (single occupancy) CHF 2,637

WHAT’S  INCLUDED IN  THE RATE?

Rates are priced in Swiss Francs for three nights.

Terms and Conditions: This promotion is subject to minimum numbers and bookings will be confirmed no less than 60 days prior to arrival. A 
deposit will be taken to reserve your place, which shall be fully refundable in the event that minimum numbers are not achieved and the retreat 
does not take place.

• Your accommodation

• Pre-arrival consultation

• Daily classes with Emma & Lottie

• Breakfast, lunch and dinner

• All drinks from smoothies to bubbles

• Time to relax and unwind

• Daily driver service available at set times

• A dedicated team to look after you

• All local taxes

TO BOOK 

PLEASE CONTACT OUR RESERVATIONS TEAM 

T: 0800 716 919 (UK) OR +44 208 600 0430  

Email: enquiries@virginlimitededition.com 
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A TYPICAL RETREAT

DAY 1 :  SETTLE IN

4PM - 5PM: You've arrived in the Swiss Alps! Check into The Lodge. 

5PM - 7PM: Loosen off after travelling with a mobility and dynamic stretch session where you'll work through a series of flowing 

stretches to increase blood circulation throughout your body. Head out for a gentle hike, exploring the local trails and stunning 

natural environment.

7PM - 8PM: It's time for a 30 minute killer core circuit to build your upper body strength. Using your body weight for a number of 

low-impact, fun but also challenging exercises, you'll work on building muscle.

8PM: Tuck into a delicious and nutritious dinner to fuel your body before the hard work begins.

DA Y  2 :  R E A D Y ,  S E T ,  G O

8AM - 9AM: A healthy breakfast to kick-start your day.

9AM - 10AM: Prepare for the day ahead with a dynamic warm up session at The Lodge. You'll enjoy a series of flowing stretches to 

increase blood circulation and fresh air into the lungs.

10AM - 11AM: Head to a unique outdoor fitness playground. It's made up of 15 stations in a stunning pine forest, testing functional 

fitness levels and natural movement patterns. Boost your cardio by combining with interval running on trails between stations.

11AM - 12PM: A short undulating hike through the pine forest to the famous Chez Dany restaurant, where an 'outdoor gym 

floor' will be set for Boxercise. Using boxing techniques, this high tempo, fun session will focus on cardio and sculpting your 

arms.

12PM - 1PM: Activate every level of your core through alternating fast and slow movements during a core and stretch session. 

Finish with a whole body progressive stretch.

1PM - 2PM: Lunch to keep your energy levels up for an afternoon in the mountains.

2PM - 2:30PM: Rest and digest.

2:30PM - 6PM: Start the afternoon with a guided hike/trail run exploring Verbier. Stepping straight out from The Lodge, we explore 

the incredible mountain range through forests and over undulating and hilly climbs. Take in breathtaking views over the glaciers as 

we explore Verbier’s south-facing bowl. Hikes will range from 1500 to 2400m.

6PM - 7PM: GROUP 1: Evening yoga flow session to stretch out tired limbs and recover for the next day. 

GROUP 2: Aerial yoga - this fun and restorative practice, where you suspend from the air, can reverse the effects of 

gravity helping to decompress the spine, reduce muscle tension and improve blood circulation. 

7PM - 8PM: Rest and relax. Time to book a massage, read a book, be mindful or use the spa. 

8PM: Indulge in a three course dinner after a hard days work.



DAY 3:  HALF WAY THERE

8AM - 9AM: Start your morning right with a pre-breakfast guided trail run (optional ). This is the perfect opportunity for keen runners 

to work on uphill and downhill technique with an intense fast session at altitude.

9AM - 10AM: An energising breakfast to fuel you for the day ahead.

10AM - 1PM: Hike day! Starting from The Lodge we climb up to Chez Dany and onwards through the Heidi fields up to 2200m. 

Contouring around the mountain towards Dahu we head to Cabane Mont Fort. 

1PM - 2PM: Tuck into a picnic lunch on the mountain at a remote cabin, with scenic views across the valley.

2PM - 5PM: Carry on hiking up over the ridge, through avalanche barriers and back towards the Verbier side of the valley. The climb 

is challenging, designed to work your heart and legs but you'll be rewarded with panoramic views across the whole mountain range 

and valley. 

5PM - 6PM: This strength and condition circuit uses bodyweight and TRX to test yourself through different challenging exercises. 

TRX provides a comprehensive, full body workout that is low impact in nature so can be done without adding stress. Customised for 

all levels.  

6PM - 7PM: GROUP 1: Aerial yoga

 GROUP 2: Evening yoga flow

7PM - 8PM: Time for an hour of well-deserved relaxation.

8PM: Enjoy your final evening with a three course dinner, full of fresh local ingredients .

DAY 4:  CHALLENGE COMPLETED

8AM - 9AM: Rise and shine for a final HIIT circuits class. Warm up with a stretch and mobility session, leading into a fast-paced 

cardio and strengthening full body workout. Short intense bursts of cardio at altitude are used to increase aerobic capacity.

9AM - 10AM: A hearty breakfast before you set off on your travels .

10AM - 11AM: Your fitness and wellbeing journey is complete! Say your goodbyes and check-out of The Lodge . We look forward to 
welcoming you back for your next Retreat to the Alps!
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